Thunderstruck Motors JLD404 Manual
Thank you for purchasing a JLD404 battery meter. You have made a wise choice
to monitor the status of your batteries. Before installing your meter, please read this
entirely and see the included wiring diagram.
It should be apparent from the drawing that your high-current load does not go
through the meter. Instead it is sensed via the shunt at 9 and 10 (notice that 10 is closest
to battery). If you have any question about the legitimacy of your wiring, feel free to
take a photo of it and shoot us an email; we'll gladly look it over for you.
To get your meter to function to it's fullest, you may need to establish a few
parameters. Your meter should already be set up for your battery pack, in that it is
programmed to accept either a voltage range from 0-100V or from 0-500V. Be sure to
use the appropriate terminal (5 or 6) for your application. If you want to change this
setting, you'll have to swap terminals, and change settings for both the v-Sn (voltage
input) and vPvH (full scale voltage) to match your choice.
To make programming changes like those mentioned above, see the included
manufacturers manual for details. Simply put, you hit SET and choose 0036, and scroll
through the choices. To make changes to the output relay settings, you hit SET and
choose 0001.
To reset Ah or Timer, scroll until that variable is displayed, then hold the Down
arrow for 3 seconds (until you hear a beep) and it will reset to zero. If you want the
meter to cycle through all of the display variables, hold the Right arrow for 3 seconds,
until you hear the beep.
In regards to the relays, consider both terminal sets 15-16 and 18-19 two normally
closed circuits, or 16-17 and 19-20 normally opened circuits. To change the level that
these relays switch on and off (at a certain voltage, amp, or Ah) please see the included
manufacturers manual.
Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns with your application
and we'll do our best to help you out!
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